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MAKING THE WORLD
MORE RESILIENT

COMMITMENT AND RESPONSIBILITY

The Swiss Re Group is one of the world’s leading providers of reinsurance, insurance

and other forms of insurance-based risk transfer. For more than 100 years, Swiss Re

has served clients and partners across the APAC region. This includes Australia,

China, Hong Kong, India, Japan, Korea, Malaysia and Singapore. Swiss Re Asia, a

wholly-owned subsidiary of the Group and regional headquarters for APAC, is

strongly capitalised in line with regulatory requirements and shares the same

financial strength rating as major Swiss Re Group's operating entities.    Anticipating

and managing risk – from natural catastrophes to climate change, from ageing

populations to cyber crime, Swiss Re aims to enable society to thrive and progress,

creating new opportunities and solutions for its clients.
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Swiss Re defines sustainability as a strategic,  long-term value driver and embeds this

approach throughout its re/insurance value chain. Derived from Swiss Re's vision of

making the world more resilient, the Group’s Sustainability Strategy, which was

enhanced in 2019, focuses on three key pillars of activity: embedding sustainability

in all  business activities,  embracing opportunities by creating sustainability-linked

solutions, and quantifying sustainability performance and impact.

The Chairman's Investment and Governance Committee provides   overall

monitoring of the Group’s sustainability principles. This includes supervision of

initiatives and actions specifically addressing climate change. The Investment

Committee reviews Swiss Re’s Asset Management related activities and is

regularly updated on Group Asset Management’s responsible investing approach.

A Sustainable Business Risk Framework is established to identify, mitigate and

eliminate social,  environmental and ethical reputation risks in both underwriting

and investing activities.  Comprising umbrella policies on human rights and

environmental protection, the framework also consists eight specific guidelines

on sensitive sectors or issues including defence, oil  and gas, mining, and dams.

These policies and guidelines set the criteria and qualitative standards that

determine whether a transaction presenting a sustainability risk may be

considered. Each year, Swiss Re also compiles a list of companies, countries and

industries with which it is prohibited from transacting for policy reasons.

Swiss Re tracks the effectiveness of itsGroup Sustainability Risk Management team's

operations in several ways.
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Util ising research from internal  and external  sources,  as well  as subject matter

experts from different business areas,  Swiss Re’s  Systematic Observation of

Notions Associated with Risk (SONAR) serves as a formal process for looking

into emerging sustainabil ity risks.  SONAR reports are published annually,

which Swiss Re uses to engage peers within the re/insurance industry as well  as

those outside of  the industry,  on emerging environmental  r isks.  The SONAR

report for 2020 includes a special  feature on the transition to a low carbon

future,  where it  discusses how the re/insurance industry can help accelerate

reductions in greenhouse gas emission reductions to achieve net zero targets

by 2050.  It  also emphasises close collaboration among governments,

supranational  organisations and society to achieve sustainable development

goals.

Since 2016,  Swiss Re has been implementing the recommendations of  the Task

Force on Climate-related Financial  Disclosures in its  f inancial  reports,

significantly expanding on them thereafter.  

Mitigating cl imate change risks is  at  the heart of  Swiss Re's  core re/insurance

business.  Swiss Re uses a carbon-footprint methodology developed as part  of

the CRO Forum to underwrite portfolios.

HARNESSING TECHNOLOGY

Embracing innovative technological solutions, Swiss Re has the capability to provide

affordable products for more types of risks across broader income levels.  Its

combination of smart analytics and devices enhances risk knowledge and informs the

Group’s advice on risk prevention, mitigation, and crisis management. This includes

educational and behavioural change platforms offered to customers to improve

wellbeing.
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A notable use of  Swiss Re’s  technological

capabil it ies is  the use of  digital  solutions

and satell ite imagery in the provision of

insurance to farmers in Cambodia.  

Working closely with local  partners

Agribuddy and Forte Insurance,  Swiss Re

supports Cambodian rice farmers in 90

communes across several  provinces

through soil  moisture index insurance.  The

development of  this  insurance solution

entailed the use of  satell ite imagery to

complement Swiss Re’s  reinsurance know-

how, accurately identifying and addressing

the needs of  rice farmers in non-irrigated

areas.  The solution also provides Swiss

Re’s  cl ient,  an insurance provider,  with the

abil ity to quickly compensate farmers for

total  or partial  crop losses.

Through a well-defined approach and

clear strategy,  Swiss Re sets out what

sustainabil ity means for the organisation

and ensures that it  takes meaningful

action in its  business and operations.  To

live its  commitment to sustainabil ity,

Swiss Re continues to pursue a clear

strategy,  have a suitable governance

framework in place,  determine relevant

topics,  set  targets,  report on its  progress

and monitor its  performance across the

Group.
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In Singapore,  Swiss Re has an ongoing

sustainabil ity initiative geared towards

indemnifying local  businesses against

earnings volati l ity in a  severe haze

event.    This  covers al l  associated events

such as reduced traffic,  forced shut

downs,  and increases in operating costs.

FORTIFYING THE ASEAN REGION AGAINST NATURAL AND MAN-
MADE CRISES

Swiss Re Asia Pte Ltd
12 Marina View 

#16-01 Asia Square Tower 2 
Singapore 018961

W: www.swissre.com
T: +65 6532 2161

In the Philippines,  Swiss Re provided

capacity to back the renewal of a natural

disaster cover issued by the World Bank

in November 2019. This was part of the

Group’s commitment to the UN to advise

sovereigns on climate risk resilience and

to provide reinsurance protection. The

natural disaster cover became the first

catastrophe bond to be sponsored by an

Asian government and the f irst  to be

listed on the Singapore Exchange – a

landmark transaction for the region.


